Indiana Government Center South is at the northeast corner of West and Washington Streets. From I-65 at the northwest corner of Downtown, take the exit marked "Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Street to West Street." From I-70 at the southwest corner of Downtown, take the exit marked "West Street."
Finding Your Way to Government Center South

Indiana Government Center South is at the northeast corner of West and Washington Streets.

Conference Center meeting rooms are accessible from hallways entered near the north doors of the atrium in the center of the building. Rooms 1-9 are on the east side of the atrium, and Rooms 10-11 and D are on the west side.

Training Center meeting rooms are accessible through Room W141 at the southeast corner of the west escalator lobby.

Division of Water offices are in the west wing, on the second floor, Room W264. Go through the glass double doors to the right of the lighted DNR sign; W264 is the first door on the right.